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third commonest cancer: 

>1.000.000 new cases/year

fourth cancer cause of death: 

>500 000 deaths/year

EPIDEMIOLOGY



Incidence rate similar 

until 50 years,

then slightly higher in 

men than in women

EPIDEMIOLOGY



Age-specific CRC incidence are lower

in women than in men:

women reach comparable levels of CRC incidence 
and mortality at higher ages than men

AGE & GENDER

Brenner, 2007

retrospective cohort study on about 147,000 pts with CRC 

(SEER incidence database, 2000-2003)



- cost/benefit balance of screening is closely 
related to CRC incidence/mortality at various ages 

- the balance in favour of screening is likely to be 
reached several years later among women than 
among men

Gender-specific CRC-screening 
recommendations warranted

AGE & GENDER



Life-expectancy generally higher 
among women than among men

Primary relevance for a potential 
upper age  limit for CRC screening

AGE & GENDER



male pts: +++ left-sided colon and rectal ca.

female pts: +++ right-sided colon ca.

Implications for screening 
programmes based on sigmoidoscopy

SITE & GENDER

Nelson, 1997
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Retrospective cohort study on 2891 pts (Ohio region)

Men > st 1 CRC 

vs 

women > st 2 CRC (p<0.05)

No Δ for local advance (st 3) and distant (st 4) disease

STAGE & GENDER

Woods, 2005



Possible explanations:

endoscopic screening examinations was slightly lower in 
women (Seeff, 2004; Meissner, 2006)

- more screening refusal

- less risk factors reporting

- less access to medical care

- more asymptomatic disease

In addition: many women go exclusively to a 
gynecologist, due to an emphasis on screening for 
breast and cervical cancer more than for colon cancer.

STAGE & GENDER

Woods, 2005



Female pts (mean age, 78.5 years) were older than men 
(mean age, 76.7 years) at the time of diagnosis (P 0.001) 

Female pts were more likely to present 
urgently/emergently (45.3% vs. 41.3%; P 0.001)

Women were more likely to present with Stage II or III 
disease, be black, single/widowed and come from low-
income areas

GENDER & SURVIVAL
retrospective cohort study on about 40,000 pts with CRC 

(SEER-Medicare database, 1996-2003)

Carter Paulson, 2009



After full adjustment for demographic 
characteristics and admission status:

Women significantly longer survival in 
particular after rectal resection

- colon HR 0.91, p<0,001
- rectal HR 0.82, p<0.001

GENDER & SURVIVAL
retrospective cohort study on about 40,000 pts with CRC 

(SEER-Medicare database, 1996-2003)

Carter Paulson, 2009



18,244 (55%) men 

15,101 (45%) women 

median age: 61 years

disease stage: I/II 31% (10,347) 

III 69% (22,964)

GENDER & SURVIVAL

pooled analysis of individual patient data from 33,345 patients 

with colon cancer enrolled in 24 phase III studies of various 

adjuvant systemic therapies

Cheung WY, Clin Colorectal Cancer 2013



Sex
No. 

Patients

No. 

Events

5-Y Event rate 

(95% CI)

Adjusted HR 

(95% CI)

P

Value

DFS

Men 18,237 7634 0.62 (0.61-0.63) 1.12 (1.08-1.16) <.0001

Women 15,092 5735 0.65 (0.64-0.66) Reference

OS

Men 18,245 6550 0.70 (0.70-0.71) 1.13 (1.09-1.17) <.0001

Women 15,101 4893 0.73 (0.72-0.73) Reference

TTR

Men 18,225 6271 0.66 (0.65-0.67) 1.05 (1.01-1.09) .0073

Women 15,085 5005 0.67 (0.67-0.68) Reference

Abbreviations: DFS = disease-free survival; OS = overall survival; TTR = time to recurrence.

All analyses were stratified by study.; HR Adjusted for age, stage, and treatment. Likelihood ratio test of Cox proportional 

hazard model.

Cheung WY, Clin Colorectal Cancer 2013



GENDER & SURVIVAL

Cheung WY, Clin Colorectal Cancer 2013



RESULTS

-men inferior prognoses for all the endpoints after adjusting 

for age, stage, and treatment. 

-worse outcomes in men were more prominent in the older 

patients when adjusting for stage and treatment (HR 1.08 in 

age ≤ 65 years vs. HR 1.18 in age > 65 years; interaction P = 

.016 for disease-free survival). 

-sex was not a predictive factor of treatment efficacy (P for 

interaction not significant). 

-stage of disease and type of adjuvant regimen did not modify 

the prognostic value of sex.

GENDER & SURVIVAL

Cheung WY, Clin Colorectal Cancer 2013



GENDER & SURVIVAL

COLON CANCER: 

9% RISK REDUCTION

RECTAL CANCER: 

18% RISK REDUCTION



GENDER & SURVIVAL

Suggestions:

- Anatomic differences: narrow male pelvis

- Circulating levels of estrogen that 

stimulate a protective immune response

- Higher C-reactive protein in men with 

detrimental effect in men



Women appear to be less likely to receive 

medical treatment for advanced stage colon 

and rectal cancer

GENDER & TREATMENT
retrospective cohort study on about 40,000 pts with CRC 

(SEER-Medicare database, 1996-2003)

Carter Paulson, 2009



Use of neoadjuvant and/or adjuvant therapy 

decreased as age increased

76% of 65-69 year-old stage III/IV colon 

cancer pts received chemotherapy

vs

26% of 80 years and older pts

GENDER & TREATMENT
retrospective cohort study on about 40,000 pts with CRC 

(SEER-Medicare database, 1996-2003)

Carter Paulson, 2009



GENDER & TOXICITY
meta-analysis of six NCCTG cancer control trials 

1,093 women and 1,355 men from 12 different treatment arms 

Sloan, JCO 2002

Any toxicity



GENDER & TOXICITY
meta-analysis of six NCCTG cancer control trials 

1,093 women and 1,355 men from 12 different treatment arms 

Sloan, JCO 2002

Grade 3-4 toxicity



GENDER & TOXICITY
meta-analysis of six NCCTG cancer control trials 

1,093 women and 1,355 men from 12 different treatment arms 

Sloan, JCO 2002

Differences in enzymes involved in FU metabolism by sex?

- dihydropyrimidine dehydrogenase : conflicting results

- thymidylate synthase: never reported



Approximately 15% of CRCs are characterized 
by MSI, reflecting inactivation of the 
mismatch repair (MMR) genes:

- 2-5% Lynch sdr: germline mutations in 
MSH2,MLH1 (MSH6,PMS2)

- 12-15% sporadic CRC.somatic mutations and 
epigenetic inactivation MMR genes (MLH1) 

Microsatellite Instability



MSI clinical charactherization:

- Female predominance
- Preferential location in the right colon
- Early stage
- Mucinous histopathology/G3
- Deep tumor invasion 
- Lymphocytic infiltration 
- Near diploid

Microsatellite Instability

Soreide, 2006; Zaanan, 2011



Microsatellite Instability



MSI CRCs have a better prognosis than 
microsatellite stable (MSS) CRCs:

longer overall and cancer-specific survival 
than stage-matched MSS cancer pts

MSI negative predictive value for response to 
adjuvant treatment with 5-fluorouracil (5FU)

Microsatellite Instability



- Different epidemiology:

need of different screening schedule

- Different prognosis:

role of anatomic, biological, 
environmental aspects 

CONCLUSIONS


